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iPhone 4S – A successful application of kairos 

Kairos has been used continually since the Sophist movement began in the 5th 

century BC. Introduced in the book The Rhetorical Tradition, kairos according to the 

Sophists, is “the idea that the elements of a situation, its cultural and political contexts, 

rather than transcendent unchanging laws, will produce both the best solutions to 

problems and the best verbal means of presenting them persuasively” (Bizzel 24). 

According to this definition, there is no universal law that can maximize the effectiveness 

of a situation’s solution. Instead, it has to do with the situation itself, together with its 

cultural and political surroundings, for deciding the course of action that can yield the 

best result. The definition of kairos is also mentioned in Against the Sophists by Isocrates 

where he states “Oratory is good only if it has the qualities of fitness for the occasion, 

propriety of style and originality of treatment” (Isocrates 73); with this definition, 

Isocrates emphasizes the right moment creates good oratory. Modern philosophers, 

however most agree with Aristotle’s kairos introduced in his book Rhetoric as follows: 

“its function is not simply to succeed in persuading, but rather to discover the means of 

coming as near such success as the circumstances of each particular case allow” 

(Aristotle 181). To Aristotle, kairos is about knowing the right moment to use a proof for 

the best result. Looking at history, there have been many examples of people using kairos 

to their advantage; in this paper, I am going to analyze an unconventional case of Apple 

using kairos to boost their sales for the iPhone 4S. 
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Apple is famous for its flawless designs when it comes to smartphones making it 

the apple of everyone’s eyes. People around the globe are crazed to buy their new 

iPhones each time the new generation is born. This bandwagon has not stopped growing 

since the first generation and, as a matter of fact, each new generation has broken the 

sales record. On October 4, 2011, Apple officially announced its new product, iPhone 4S, 

with all the improved features from its last generation iPhone 4. Even though the two 

smartphones were not dramatically different, their sales were a far cry from each other. In 

time, iPhone 4S has done something unprecedented: it was introduced right before the 

death of Steve Jobs. Jobs died on October 5, 2011 and made headlines all over the world 

and the iPhone was known just one day before it. Perhaps there was something more than 

just a better phone that made iPhone 4S all the rage. 

 Looking statistically at the sales numbers, Apple “has sold over four million of its 

new iPhone® 4S just three days after its launch on October 14” (Apple 2013) compared 

to “over 1.7 million of its iPhone® 4 through Saturday, June 26, just three days after its 

launch on June 24” (Apple 2013). The numbers are so different it makes people think that 

there is something other than just its better features that caused staggering sales of iPhone 

4S. Like Tim Stevens of Engadget said, the "iPhone 4S does everything better than the 

iPhone 4, but it simply doesn't do anything substantially different" (Stevens). Coming 

back to the time it was introduced, with the product that was not so different from its 

predecessor, it was wise for them to consider the two events Jobs’ death and its new 

launch together. Jobs was very popular at the time and his abrupt death was shocking to a 

good amount of people. Newspapers around the world did not pass up the opportunity to 

milk the news. All of a sudden on October 5, 2011, you saw the news on all the 
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newspapers that you read. Just one day before, some people knew about Apple’s new 

product iPhone 4S, the next day, the whole world was looking at Apple, sobbing for its 

great loss. A search on Google shows that all the major newspapers in the US had at least 

one news about his death on the day.  

However, the question was raised: why does Jobs’ death matter? Jobs was 

considered by many as the modern innovators who changed the world with his 

inventions. He is the inspiration of thousands of people. Brandon Griggs of the CNN 

says, “More than one pundit, praising Jobs' ability to transform entire industries with his 

inventions, called him a modern-day Leonardo Da Vinci” (Griggs 2013). The article also 

talks about his achievements throughout the years. Most noticeable were his iconic 

products: Macintosh, iPhone, iPad. His products are used all over the world and he has a 

large loyal following. The CNN says “The company has sold more than 275 million 

iPods, 100 million iPhones and 25 million iPads worldwide.” With these numbers, it is 

understandable why the world cares about him. People wondered after his death if 

Apple’s products could be as good. The iPhone 4S probably would be the answer to the 

question.  

To answer the question how Apple pulled off successful the iPhone 4S sales, I am 

going to look at the Sophists’ definition of kairos. According to the Sophists, there is no 

universal way to make sure that a company can have good sales. The Sophists think the 

best results can only be achieved based on cultural context. That means there are many 

ways a company can do in order to make its products known and popular among 

customers but only the one that matches its then cultural context will cause impressive 

sales. In the case of the iPhone 4S, their marketing was very strong. Personally, I own a 
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MacBook so every new Apple product is sent to my email and thus I know a lot about 

their products. However, even if someone does not own an Apple product, they can be 

informed through friends or the Internet. In fact, in recent years, Apple products are so 

popular that almost everyone knows when a new iPhone generation is born. In the case of 

the iPhone 4S, there was no doubt that their marketing was strong and one of the 

evidence was that Sprint accepted to be Apple’s distributor for the first time (CNET 

2013). However, it would not be successful as it was if they had not chosen the time to 

market the product around that of Jobs’ death. There could not be any coincidence 

because his death was not unexpected. Brandon Griggs of the CNN told us “Jobs' death 

… was not unexpected. He had battled cancer for years, took a medical leave from Apple 

in January and stepped down as chief executive in August" (Griggs). With that said, it 

could only be interpreted as one of Apple’s strategies to promote their new product by 

choosing the event for the time to sell iPhone 4S. Understanding the cultural context 

surrounding Jobs’ death, Apple did the best they could to sell their product. The result 

everybody knew was impressive sales.  

A little different from the Sophists’ definition of kairos, according to Isocrates, 

the audience can only be persuaded if the speech fits the occasion. This definition of 

kairos was applied very successfully for Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I have a dream.” 

His speech changed minds of thousands of people. Its success was attributed to the 

kairotic moment. He chose to speak on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, 

D.C. during the centennial celebration of the Emancipation Proclamation (Time 2013). 

His message reached the largest number of listeners. Back to the case of the iPhone 4S, at 

first glance, it did not seem right that Apple should launch its product right after Jobs’ 
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death. However, if Jobs were alive, he would have been proud that his death could help 

his company to thrive. All his life, his company was the thing he was proud of most. With 

that said, it makes sense that Apple chose that time. Besides, Apple probably knew that 

the time also fit for Apple’s fans because they would go buy the product anyway despite 

that they still had the iPhone 4 in hand. Part of the reason was that they wanted to impress 

Jobs the person they admired and also raised Apple’s popularity. The occasion of Job’s 

death served multiple purposes and to be sure, was not wasted by Apple’s leaders. The 

event could also be interpreted that they created kairos because people tend to buy things 

when they are most popular. In this case, when the occasion of Jobs’ death helped the 

name Apple boost from “stardom” to “superstardom,” this created a fad among young 

people who want to be hipsters, fashionistas, and the like. They simply crave for 

something new and trendy. This new kairos fueled the cravings of these people and 

iPhone 4S sales were shot up accordingly.  

Aside from the two above definition of kairos, Apple’s success can also be 

interpreted through the lens of Aristotle. Based on Aristotle’s definition of kairos, the 

means of coming closer to impressive sales is getting people’s attention. In the case of 

iPhone 4S, the company successfully steered the attention to its former owner to its new 

product. Interesting, this process was subtle and Apple was not the company who told the 

world to pay attention to its new product because Jobs had just died. This process was 

rather a perk of the popularity of the news of Jobs’ death. This is an excerpt from CNN 

on its website published on the day of Apple’s CEO’s death: “Over the next decade, Jobs 

wowed launch-event audiences, and consumers, with one game-changing hit after 

another: iTunes (2003), the iPhone (2007), the App Store (2008), and the iPad (2010)” 
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(Griggs 2011). From a consumer’s point of view, even though CNN did not get paid for 

promoting Apple’s products, they were doing that anyway as a way to remember about 

Jobs’ success. The effect of introducing some of Jobs’ most successful products was the 

shot up popularity of the company. Speaking of Aristotle’s definition of kairos, it does 

not seem to be applicable at first because the company did not directly tell the world to 

pay attention to its product after Jobs’ death. However, the definition still applies if it is 

viewed that it was Apple’s intention for the time they announced their products. After all, 

they knew about the event beforehand and decided to choose a day before the big new to 

introduce its new product. Another of their smart moves was that they waited until 

October 7, 2011 to take pre-orders in seven countries that were most certainly flooded 

with the news and until the end of October to release to other 22 countries (Apple 2013). 

The seven countries were the United States, Canada, Australia, United Kingdom, France, 

Germany and Japan (Apple 2013). With these countries first, Apple seems to have 

successfully pulled off another of their tricks that they could use the hot news as a means 

to draw attention to their product.  

 To conclude, Apple chose the right moment to launch its new product iPhone 4S. 

IPhone 4S will always be remembered as an important cultural article in modern society. 

By analyzing applications of kairos in the case of iPhone 4S, I brought to the table 

another example of the power of kairos that helps a company to succeed in selling its 

products. Even though the occasion of Jobs’ death was unique, the same application of 

kairos can still be understood and applied somewhere else. In this paper, I did not 

examine much about the ethical aspect of Apple using Jobs’ death to promote their new 

product iPhone 4S other than thinking it was not unethical because the company was his 
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baby. However, it would be helpful to example that aspect of Apple’s strategy in more 

detail and any other company that has applied the same strategy to better understand how 

marketing today works and how people perceive this kind of marketing in general.  
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